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Abstract

Anthropogenic particles at the microscale and nanoscale are
posing risks to human health and the ecosystem. Engineered
nanomaterials, microplastics and nanoplastics, soot, road and
tire wear are a few prominent examples of particles that are
either intentionally manufactured or incidentally produced and
released into the environment. Analytical developments in the
past few decades have made it possible to study particles in
the microscale and nanoscale; however, there is still no uni-
versal protocol of analysis and caveats exist in the use of the
most prominent techniques. The task is challenging because
of the large variety of particle properties and the complexity of
environmental media. This review discusses a selected group
of techniques most likely to play a key role in future monitoring
activities and their recent developments and inherent
shortcomings.
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Introduction
Anthropogenic particles are a broad category of particles
manufactured (engineered) or incidentally produced by
human activities. These particles can be released either
intentionally or unintentionally into the environment,
potentially causing adverse health effects and ecosystem
impairment. This category of particles includes engi-
neered nanoparticles, plastic particles (micro and nano),
soot, paint flakes, tire and road wear particles (TRWP),
as well as other combustion and friction particulate
byproducts. Many of them are known to cause health
effects and/or contain toxic compounds.

Anthropogenic particles (organic and inorganic) can be
found in a wide range of sizes, and those on themicroscale
and nanoscale are currently receiving attention from so-
ciety and governments around the world because of the
increased awareness of their existence and potentially
harmful consequences. Microlitter generally refers to
particles of debris ranging from1mmup to 5mm in length,
whereas environmental nanoplastic is defined as plastic
particles between 1 nm and 1000 nm [1]. However,
engineered nanomaterials are typically defined as solids

with at least one dimension smaller than 100 nm, although
it has been proposed that a threshold of 30 nmought to be
used instead, because novel functionalities become
prevalent below this particle diameter [2].Here, the term
‘nanoparticles’ is used to describe anthropogenic particles
with diameter < 1 mm, including both nanoplastics and
engineered nanomaterials. Regardless of size categoriza-
tion, both anthropogenic microparticles and nanoparticles
have been detected in several environmental compart-
ments, such as air [3], freshwater andmarinewater bodies
[4,5], soils [6], marine sediments [7], aquatic organisms

[8], food and foodpackaging [9,10] and in thehumanbody
[11]. Overall, the number of particles found in the envi-
ronment increases exponentially as particle size decreases
[12], and it is the smaller size fractions that aremore likely
to induce adverse effects, owing to their reactivity, ability
to pass through biological membranes (e.g. organ tissue)
[13], transport behavior, and potential to be mistaken for
food by organisms. Towards smaller particle sizes, the
particle analysis is arguably more complex, with several
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Abbreviations
3D 3 dimensional
AF4 asymmetric flow field flow fractionation
AFM atomic-force microscopy
BSE back scattered electron
CCD charged couple device
CFFF centrifugal or sedimentation field

flow fractionation
CryoTEM cryogenic transmission

electron microcopy
DLS dynamic light scattering
DLSI dispersive light scattering imaging
EDS/EDX energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
ENM engineered nanomaterials
FAST fast acquisition speed technique
FFF field flow fractionation
FOQELS fiber optic quasi-elastic light scattering
FPA focal plane array

FTIR Fourier transformed infrared
HF-FFF hollow fiber field flow fractionation
m-PTA multispectral particle tracking analysis
MALS multi-angle or static light scattering
MApNTA maximum a posteriori nanoparticle

tracking analysis
NIST National Institute of Standards

and Technology

NP nanoparticles
NTA nanoparticle tracking analysis
PE polyethylene
ppb part per billion
PS polystyrene
PTA particle tracking analysis
Py-GCMS pyrolysis gas chromatography

mass spectrometry
QCL quantum cascade laser systems

S-SNOM scattering-type near-field
optical microscope

SE secondary electrons
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SERS surface-enhanced Raman scattering
siMPlE systematic identification of microplastic in

the environment
SNOM scanning near-field optical microscope
SP-DLS single particle dynamic light scattering
spICPMS single particle inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry

SRS stimulated Raman scattering microscopy
STEM scanning transmission electron microscopy
TEM transmission electron microscopy
TRWP tyre and road wear particles
UVeVisultraviolet visible
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analytical challenges ranging from sampling to parti-
cle characterization.

Because anthropogenic particles vary greatly in terms of

composition, size, and morphology, there is no single
analytical method that covers these features entirely,
and different analytical techniques are applied to assess
these pollutants in the environment. The scientific
community has been developing analytical methods
aimed mainly at specific categories of particles. In gen-
eral, these methods apply frontier techniques to over-
come several challenges posed by the particle’s
properties, mainly size limitation. To address the mul-
tiple scientific questions related to the occurrence,
environmental fate, and toxicity of anthropogenic par-

ticles, there have been advancements in analytical
methods and techniques, particularly with respect to
higher throughput analysis and lower limits of detection
for particle size and mass or number concentration.

This paper provides a review of the most used analyt-
ical techniques for the separation, characterization,
and quantitation of anthropogenic microparticles and
nanoparticles. These techniques fulfill one or more of
the following criteria and are considered fitting for a
broad range of applications: (i) parameters measured
are relevant to characterize and/or determine particle
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
abundance (number of particles, size distribution,
composition, total mass, and mass per particle); (ii)
versatility in application to environmental compart-
ments and particle characteristics (e.g. organic or inor-

ganic); (iii) limits of detection that are relevant for
environmental studies; (iv) technology maturity and
instrument availability; and (v) ease of use and estab-
lished algorithms for data interpretation. The tech-
niques included in this review are Fourier transformed
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
pyrolysis gas chromatography mass spectrometry (Py-
GCMS), single particle inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (spICPMS), electron microscopy,
and field flow fractionation (FFF) with light scattering.
In the following sections, an overview of each technique

is presented, followed by a discussion of specific
analytical challenges and limitations, recent advances
(w5 years), and new directions. We address the quali-
tative and quantitative aspects of each technique along
with challenges related to sample preparation and
treatment, interferences and artefacts, and data analysis
and interpretation. It is intended that this review serves
as a basis for addressing challenges in producing quality
data for monitoring activities and investigations on the
abundance, fate, and toxicity of anthropogenic particles,
which are urgently needed in risk assessment and reg-
ulatory efforts.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Vibrational spectroscopy
FTIR spectroscopy
FTIR spectroscopy is one of the most common tech-
niques used for the characterization of microplastics in
the environment. This technique measures the transi-
tion of molecular vibration states by the absorption of
infrared radiation, in which the photon energy is trans-
ferred to the molecules, changing their vibrational state.
For a molecule to absorb infrared radiation, there must
be a variation in the dipole moment because of its
vibrational or rotational movements, such as with poly-
meric materials [14]. As a result, characteristic spectra
profiles of the analyzed material are obtained with fast

and nondestructive measurements, requiring little or no
sample preparation [15,16]. Infrared instruments can be
combined with optical microscopes (m-FTIR) for
hyperspectral image acquisition, simultaneously
collecting chemical and spatial information of several
particles, at the same time, by automated sample map-
ping [14]. Hyperspectral images bring several advan-
tages for microplastic analysis, where a sample after
purification can be filtered directly on a membrane
(transparent at an infrared range) for mapping, allowing
the characterization and quantification of microplastic

particles, and the evaluation of their morphological
features (size distribution, area, and so on) without
manual sorting.

Similar to conventional infrared instruments, infrared
microscopes are flexible and different measurement
modes (Figure 1) can be applied for spectra acquisition,
for example, transmittance, reflectance and attenuated
total reflectance (m-ATR) [16]. Each measurement
mode should be applied in accordance with the parti-
cles’ features and size, as summarized in Table 1. ATR

measurements provide the best spatial resolution, and
the reflective crystal must be in full contact with the
particle to produce desirable spectra [17]. Therefore,
particles smaller than the reflective crystal should be
avoided in m-ATRmode. Transmittance is well suited for
sample mapping, and it is the most common approach
used for microplastic analysis. In this mode, the source
Figure 1

Overview of the measurement modes applied to m-infrared spect

www.sciencedirect.com
light is transmitted through the sample. Particles
thicker than 300 mm provide weak or no analytical signal
due to total light absorption [16]. On the other hand,
this limitation can be overcome when reflectance mode
is used. However, this measurement mode depends on
particle morphology; there can be light reflection errors
due to light scattering, and samples with a wide range of
particle sizes can face challenges in defining the camera

focus for quality spectra measurements [15].

Hyperspectral image measurements can be time-
consuming, mostly depending on the detector applied
in the instrument, such as single point or focal plane
array (FPA). Unlike single-element detectors, FPA-
based imaging uses several detectors placed in a grid
pattern for area mapping, improving the measurement
time and analysis throughput [18]. Even faster analysis
can be obtained with recently developed Quantum
Cascade Laser systems, where an FPA-based instrument

is combined with high brilliance infrared sources based
on broadly tunable external cavity quantum cascade
lasers. Although this system also analyzes larger areas
with 14 times more pixels than a high-end m-FTIR in-
strument, measurements are often limited to the
fingerprint region, in which important peaks for polymer
identification are missing, such as the CH and OH sig-
nals in the range from 3600 to 2750 cm�1 [19].

Most of the m-FTIR instruments can reach small pixel
sizes (w 1 mm), and detailed information about small

particles can be obtained. However, it should be noted
that the smallest detectable particle size in infrared
microscopy is determined by the microscope diffraction
limit (e.g. 10 mm at 1000 cm�1) regardless of the size of
the pixel applied [17]. For infrared analysis of particles
below the diffraction limit, more advanced techniques
must be applied, such as nano-FTIR, which is a com-
bination of a scattering-type near-field optical micro-
scope with a broadband infrared source [20,21]. This
technique is based on atomic-force microscopy (AFM),
where a probe tip approaches the sample, creating a
nano-focus for surface measurement with a spatial
roscopy. Figure adapted from the study by Renner et al. [16].
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Table 1

Overview of the most common analytical techniques for analysis of nanoparticles and microparticles.

Technique Analytical information Limit of detection
(Particle size or mass)

Advantages Limitations General remarks Applicable materials

m-FTIR
Transmittance
reflectance
ATR

Chemical fingerprint. < 10 mm
< 10 mm
< Reflective crystal size

Sample mapping.
Sample mapping.
Lower detection limit.

Particle thick. >300 mm.
Reflective error.
Not suitable for
mapping.

Particle morphology can display
spectral interferences mostly
in reflectance and ATR
measurements.
Reflective crystal must be in
full contact with the particle
for ATR measurements.
High interference from water
signal.

Microplastics

Confocal Raman Chemical fingerprint. < 1 mm Low interference from
water signal.
Less sensitive for
degradation.
Aqueous samples.

Fluorescence signal.
Weak signal.
Might burn the
sample.

Sample mapping or particle
measurements is still time
consuming.

Microplastics

Py-GC/MS Mass concentration,
polymer identification
and particle
composition.

< 1 mg Whole sample analysis.
Quantitative analysis
(mass).
Differentiation
between plastic
polymers and organic
additives.
Low mass detection
limit.

Destructive technique.
Only information
about organic
compounds.

Complementary to Raman and
FTIR spectroscopies.
Appropriate sample
pretreatment may be needed
for removal of potential
environmental or biological
matrix interferences.

Micro-nanoplastics,
TRWP

FFF Size fractionation. < 1 nm Relatively gentle
(aqueous) sample
separation across the
particle size
continuum.
Can be coupled with
various detectors for
sizing and
compositional
analysis.

Low sample injection
volume, high sample
dilution, or low
recovery in analytical
FFF mode may result
in low sensitivity.

Sample pretreatment may be
needed to separate < 1 mm
and > 1 mm particles that
elute in normal and steric
elution mode, respectively.
Surfactants may need to be
added to achieve higher
sample recovery

Micro-nanoparticles

PTA Particle number
concentration and
size distribution.

< 10 nm High throughput and
easy to use.
Low limit of detection
for particle size.
Performs better with
polydisperse samples
compared to DLS.

Imaging artefacts.
Poor performance
with highly
concentrated
samples.
No chemical
composition data.

Provides particle number
concentration.
Complementary to DLS.

Nanoplastics, ENMs,
soot, TRWP
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resolution that depends on the radius of the cantilever
tip, which is up to 20 nm [22]. Nano-FTIR has been
demonstrated for nanoplastic analysis, and further
advancement and investigation of this developing
technology needs to be explored [20].

Infrared microscopy has been successfully applied for
microplastic analysis, with several publications world-

wide applying this technique for analysis of this
anthropogenic litter in sediment [23e25], water [26,27]
and biota [9,28] samples. Although the feasibility of this
technique has been demonstrated, the analysis protocol
needs to be harmonized for more accurate data compa-
rability, such as the filters applied to reduce in-
terferences and sample pretreatment to avoid organic
matter and biofilm that can hide the polymer signal.

Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a technique based on the in-
elastic scattering from monochromatic light, such as
laser light. As light interacts with the sample, photons
are absorbed and re-emitted with a shifted frequency.

The shift provides information about vibrational, rota-
tional, and low-frequency transitions in molecules
resulting from changes in their dipole moment while
absorbing radiation. Micro-Raman spectroscopy is the
combination of Raman spectroscopy with optical mi-
croscopes, making it possible to focus the excitation
light on a small spot [17]. However, nowadays, most
Raman microscopes are confocal, which gives a weaker
Raman signal but provides a higher depth resolution and
image contrast. Raman is a single particle method, which
simultaneously provides chemical information of each

measured particle, as well as its size and morphology.
The analysis can be carried out in two ways, imaging or
particle measurement. For imaging measurements, the
entire substrate or a section is scanned, and a spectrum
is received from each image pixel. For particle mea-
surements, the analysis is carried out in two steps. First,
an optical image is acquired with a light microscope, and
then, the spectra are acquired where particles are
detected. Both methods are three-dimensional, with
two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension.

The main advantage of Raman microscopy is the
detection limit, around 1 mm, in addition to not being
sensitive to the water signal as in infrared spectroscopy
[19]. A limitation with Raman spectroscopy is the weak
signal it provides, where less than one in a million exci-
tation photons give rise to a single Raman photon [29].
This problem can be overcome by applying a longer
integration time. However, longer exposure can degrade
the sample, and this should be performed carefully.
Raman spectra may have problems with cosmic ray
events generated when high-energy particles pass

through the detector and generate many electrons that
the detector interprets as a signal. However, by recording
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
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more than one spectrum, the problem will be negligible.
In addition, Raman spectra can suffer from a fluores-
cence background, which can be more than six orders of
magnitude higher than the efficiency of the Raman in-
teractions. To reduce the fluorescence signal, it is
possible to change the excitation wavelength or reduce
the detection volume. There is less fluorescence using a
confocal Raman because it only collects photons emitted

from the focal plane [30]. Impurities and organic matter
can also cause fluorescence and can be reduced by
cleaning the particles before the analysis. However, the
cleaning procedure might degrade the plastics and must
be performed carefully.

The intensity of the Raman scattering is proportional to
y4, where y is the frequency of the laser. Shorter wave-
lengths lead to higher Raman signals, but many samples
show strong fluorescence when excited with shorter
wavelengths such as 400 nm [30]. Shorter excitation

wavelengths give higher lateral resolution (0:61� l=
NA), where l is the laser wavelength, and NA is the
numerical aperture, showing that both factors are
equally important. The Raman signal is proportional to
excitation power; however, the excitation power can
cause thermal decomposition because of absorption.
Other common problems with Raman spectroscopy are
interfering signals from the underlying substrate, addi-
tives, fillers, dyes, or coloring agents that can affect the
spectra (Figure 2).

Recently, Raman microscopy has been used to identify
microplastic particles in environmental samples, such
as in wastewater, seawater [31], sediment [32,33],
mineral water [34], drinking water [35] and air [3]. In
general, two workflows have been used: (i) visual
identification, where a subset of suspected microplastic
particles has been moved and identified with Raman
and (ii) direct particle identification on filters of
different substrates, such as polycarbonate or silicon
filter [31]. The first workflow is not optimal because
Figure 2

Confocal Raman microscopy spectra (a), (b), (c) and a single microplastic ima
(c) only the polymer.
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smaller particles are hard to visually identify, and it is
not possible to move them with tweezers. It also relies
on visual identification and there can be many false
negatives, that is, particles that are not visually iden-
tified as plastics but are plastics. The second workflow
works for smaller particles, and it is possible to identify
all particles, however, often only a subset of the filters is
analyzed to reduce running time.

Raman spectroscopy can also be used for the analysis of
single molecules on solid surfaces by applying surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Molecules are
adsorbed onto a metal surface, which enhances their
Raman scattering by factors of up to 108 [36]. SERS has
therefore been applied to detect metallic nanoparticles;
however, there are challenges pertaining to high vari-
ability, interferences from the sample matrix and im-
purities, and the presence of ‘SERS hotspots’
dominating the signal [37]. A few studies have used

SERS to identify plastic particles in the nanometer size
range in environment matrices, such as seawater [38]
and river water [39], as well as atmospheric particles
[40]. Another Raman approach is stimulated Raman
scattering microscopy (SRS), which is a technique
where two laser beams are used, one that has higher
photon energy and one with lower photon energy. It is
faster than confocal Raman microscopy because it only
measures signals at a single wavenumber and it is less
sensitive for fluorescence. However, because it only
measures one wavelength, the identification of different

polymers is difficult. For instance, Zada et al. [41] used
six wavenumbers to identify five polymer types.

Confocal Raman microscopy provides more information
about the samples, such as Raman-AFM [42], Raman-
SNOM [43] and Raman-SEM [44]. Raman tweezers, a
combination of optical tweezers with Raman spectros-
copy, has been used to identify microplastics and
nanoplastics in solution [45] and can be further com-
bined with field flow fractionation (FFF) to identify
ge (d). Spectra showing (a) mainly the dye, (b) both dye and polymer, and

www.sciencedirect.com
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Anthropogenic particles in the environment Mattsson et al. 7
size-fractionated polymers and inorganic particles be-
tween 200 nm and 5 mm in diameter [46]. Nevertheless,
Raman imaging has been used to identify plastic parti-
cles down to 100 nm [47e49].

Raman and FTIR data analysis
Raman and FTIR are complementary vibrational spec-
troscopies with similarities in the way their data are
processed. In general, the data set for both techniques is
complex and quite large when hyperspectral images are
obtained. For microplastic analysis, where these tech-

niques are massively applied, the most common data
processing pipeline is the use of library search and
multivariate data analysis for particle characterization
based on the spectral information. Library search is
currently the most common strategy applied for both
Raman and m-FTIR. This approach compares the sample
spectra with a reference library for matching and assigns
the spectra when the similarity surpasses a given
threshold [18,24,50]. Pearson’s correlation or Euclidian
distance commonly determines the spectral similarity,
and the results often only rely on this index, which is a

potential source of error because of its dependence on
the spectral library and the threshold applied. Despite
the fact that the spectral match depends heavily on the
reference library comprehensiveness, this straightforward
approach does not require an expert operator to acquire
the information [15]. This analysis may last from a few
seconds to several hours and depends on the size of the
data set because all sample spectra must be compared
with all reference spectra in the matching routine. These
reference spectra libraries can be purchased or custom-
ized with specific spectral libraries already published for

microplastic analysis using Raman [51] and m-FTIR
spectroscopies [52], as well as dedicated software for this
purpose, such as siMPle software [53].

Alternatively, multivariate data analysis (chemometrics)
is well-suited to retrieve the microplastic information
from these complex data, with their feasibility already
demonstrated by several publications in the literature.
Figure 3

Schematic of pyrolysis-GCMS for analysis of plastic partic

www.sciencedirect.com
The typical multivariate analysis procedure consists of:
(1) data processing to eliminate spectral interferences
[16]; (2) exploratory analysis to identify patterns in the
dataset [54]; and (3) modeling to develop statistical
models to retrieve the plastic information based on the
representative sample spectra [15,55e57]. Chemo-
metric approaches are validated, and a statistical evalu-
ation of the models are performed to reduce bias and

increase confidence in the particles/spectra assignment.
This analysis strategy is faster than the traditional library
search, with results obtained in a few minutes, once the
classification models are developed, and morphological
information about the particles may be obtained. The
use of chemometrics for image analysis is well-
established; however, it needs to be further explored
for microplastic analysis to better understand and
extract as much information as possible from these
complex data and provide more accurate results and
robust statistical models for high throughput analysis.
Pyrolysis - Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectroscopy
In Py-GCMS, samples are thermally decomposed in a
pyrolysis step, followed by separation of the degradation
products using gas chromatography. These degradation
products are ionized and further fragmented prior to
detection by mass spectrometry (Figure 3). Py-GCMS is
commonly used to identify and determine the mass
concentrations of anthropogenic particles, such as plas-
tics and TRWP. Identification of the thermal degrada-
tion products provides structural and compositional

information about the particles in the sample and allows
the determination of mass concentrations of specific
compounds per unit of mass or volume of the sample.

Multiple Py-GCMS approaches have been used in the
analysis of plastic particles and TRWP. These involve
various thermal programs or configurations of the py-
rolysis step, such as single-shot Py-GCMS (single tem-
perature, > 500 �C) [58e60], sequential Py-GCMS
les. GCMS, gas chromatography mass spectrometry.
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(variable temperature, from low to high) [61], thermal
desorption pyrolysis (concentration of degradation
products onto adsorbent media, followed by release
through heating of adsorbent) [62] and thermochemo-
lytic Py-GCMS (allows a chemical reaction to occur
which makes the detection and identification of degra-
dation products easier) [63].

Py-GCMS is a complementary technique to vibrational
spectroscopies.In addition to providing information on
sample composition, it delivers quantitative information
on the mass of specific polymers, from which the poly-
mer mass concentration per unit mass (e.g. per g sedi-
ment) or volume (e.g. per L water) can be calculated.
This is in contrast to FTIR and Raman, which can
provide particle number concentration only. The ability
to provide mass data is a strength of Py-GCMS. Mass
data are critical for investigations of fate and transport,

as well as exposure and toxicity, such as in mass balance
approaches for studying transformations, bio-
accumulation, and the development of reference doses,
which are typically given in units of g per kg body
weight. In addition, Py-GCMS analyzes the whole par-
ticle and provides a more accurate understanding of
particle composition and structural complexity,
including differentiation between plastic polymers and
organic additives. However, unlike vibrational spectros-
copies, Py-GCMS is a destructive technique, and the
sample cannot be re-analyzed.

Py-GCMS has successfully been used for the analysis of
microplastic, nanoplastics and TRWP in a variety of
environmental and biological media, such as sediments,
soils, air, surface runoff, suspended particulate matter,
sewage sludge, and aquatic organisms [60,64e66]. Py-
GCMS has been used for the analysis of single and
bulk plastic particles which first have been isolated from
the sample media (e.g. study by Fries et al. [61]), as well

as for the direct quantification of plastics without par-
ticle isolation, such as through the use of accelerated
solvent extraction to extract polymers from the sample
matrix (e.g. study by Ribeiro et al. [67]). With respect to
particle size and mass limits, polymer mass detection
limits below 1 mg have been achieved, with the mass
detection limit as a function of the polymer type [58].
The minimum size of a single particle which can be
analyzed is limited by the feasibility of isolating and
transferring it to the sampler system. The smallest
single particle which has been analyzed using Py-GCMS

had a diameter of 500 mm [68,69]. The smallest bulk
particles that have been analyzed so far are nanoplastic
particles with a diameter <1 mm [70].

A major challenge in Py-GCMS is the identification of
polymers in complex environmental and biological
matrices. The matrix complexity can result in high
background signals and interferences from natural
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
organic matter (e.g. naturally occurring proteins, fats,
polysaccharides) with structures similar to polymer
degradation products and their ionization fragments.
Sample processing methods for the concentration of
polymers and removal of potential matrix interferences
and background signals have been used to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and lower mass detection limits.
This includes sample digestion followed by polymer

preconcentration [63], pressurized liquid extraction
onto silica gel [60], and pre-cleaning steps to remove
natural organic matter from the particle surface, for
example, by means of methanol extraction, and enzy-
matic and/or oxidative decomposition. However, sample
pretreatment procedures that are too aggressive can
result in alteration of the particle before analysis
[63,71e75].

In addition, methods for improved data analysis and
interpretation of pyrograms that increase the certainty of

polymer and/or additive identification are currently being
explored, such as the development of optimized Py-
GCMS methods for specific polymers/additives; the
identification of common interferences from various
sample matrices; principal components analysis to iden-
tify specific polymer indicators; selected/single ion
monitoring to compensate for background effects; and
methods of reducing artefact formation, such as the use
of deuterated internal standards [76]. A comprehensive,
freely accessible shared database for thermal degradation
and ionization products and polymer indicator ions (e.g.

Tsuge et al. (2011) [77], NIST and Wiley mass spectra
libraries) would be tremendously helpful for Py-GCMS
users. To date, only a limited number of plastic poly-
mers and additives have been identified, suggesting that
this technique needs to be further explored. Future
development of this method can benefit from advances in
the miniaturization of mass spectrometers, with portable
mass spectrometry becoming relatively common in air
quality monitoring [78]. A custom portable Py-GCMS
has recently been developed by Zhang et al. [79] and
holds promise for providing rapid, in-field identification
and mass quantification of microplastics, for example, for

marine sampling and monitoring.
Single particle inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry
Single particle inductively coupled mass spectrometry

(spICPMS) has evolved as a premium method for
quantifying particles in complex aquatic matrices and is
one of the very few methods that may provide both
number concentration and size distribution of particles
in suspension. ICPMS instruments are used for the
quantification of most elements in the periodic table of
elements, based on the mass-to-charge ratio. Aside
from its application in particle analysis, ICPMS has
been used for decades in the determination of metals at
trace concentrations in acid-dissolved samples because
www.sciencedirect.com
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of its high sensitivity and element selectivity. Because
of its wide use in trace metal analysis, the technology is
well-established and readily available for spICPMS
analysis, although some software and hardware up-
grades may be necessary for some models. Briefly, the
liquid sample is mixed with argon gas at the tip of a
nebulizer to produce a spray of droplets. Larger drop-
lets are removed in a spray chamber while finer droplets

are directed to a plasma torch (6000e8000 K), where
the sample is desolvated, vaporized, atomized, and
ionized. The charged atoms are then separated under
an electric field, based on their mass-to-charge ratio,
and detected. When a particle enters the plasma torch,
a plume of ionized atoms is generated, which is
detected as a spike (particle event) over the back-
ground signal (Figure 4). The number of spikes
detected is used to derive the number concentration of
particles in the suspension, while the area under the
particle event is used to derive the amount of analyte in

single particles, which is then translated to particle
size. Two critical conditions ought to be met: (i) the
particle number concentration needs to be low enough
to reduce the chance of more than one particle entering
the plasma at the same time and (ii) the data reading
frequency needs to be high enough to allow identifi-
cation of the particle event over the background signal.
For a detailed review of the method and its applications
before 2016, the reader is directed to an exhaustive
review by Montano et al. in 2016 [80].

The technique has gained wide acceptance because of
several key advantages: (i) high sensitivity that allows
Figure 4

Schematic representation of particle analysis with spICPMS. spIC
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particles as small as 5 nm to be measured [81]; (ii) high
selectivity, meaning that particles containing elements
of interest are readily quantified; (iii) high throughput
allows the analysis of a substantial number of samples
within a reasonable timeframe; and (iv) readily available
equipment, owing to the use of ICPMS for trace metal
analysis. In addition, the parameters measured, that is,
particle number concentration and size distribution, are

key for the appropriate characterization of a particle
suspension. However, keeping in mind that what is
measured is the amount of one element during a particle
event, the quantification of these parameters is chal-
lenged by analytical limitations and a complex data
processing routine. An obvious challenge is the as-
sumptions necessary to convert the analyte mass to the
size of a particle that is likely to contain other analytes,
some of which may be impossible to measure with this
technique (e.g. light elements such as oxygen and
hydrogen). For this conversion, particle composition,

density, and shape must be known. When these pa-
rameters have not been determined using complemen-
tary techniques, arbitrary assumptions are made,
typically using the composition of the most common
mineral of the target element, the density of the bulk
mineral, and spherical shape.

Recent studies have improved the accuracy of particle
size calculation from analyte mass by improving the
sample introduction system or using advanced instru-
mentation. Hyphenated methods are emerging as

powerful tools with applications in complex matrices.
Among them, asymmetric flow FFF (AF4) with its high-
PMS, single particles inductively coupled mass spectroscopy.
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resolution size fractionation is used to force particles to
enter the spICPMS in an orderly fashion based on their
size and shape. The method also removes dissolved
components and concentrates particles of the same size,
thus enabling the detectability of dilute samples with
high dissolved backgrounds [82,83]. Hydrodynamic
chromatography has also been applied for the determi-
nation of gold nanoparticles and their agglomeration

state in gastrointestinal fluids [84] and has been vali-
dated for nanoscale liposomes [85]. Capillary electro-
phoresis also has been applied as a high throughput
hyphenation technique with spICPMS for the detection
of 10 nm gold nanoparticles [86]. Another approach to
reduce uncertainties in size calculation is to use
advanced instrumentation to quantify more than one
element in single particles, thus acquiring more com-
plete information about their composition. A time-of-
flight mass spectrometer enhanced with machine
learning algorithms was used to distinguish naturally

occurring from engineered cerium oxide nanoparticles,
taking into account that natural particles are likely to
contain other elements as ‘impurities’ compared with
their pristine engineered counterparts [87]. When hy-
phenated with AF4, a holistic set of data is acquired on
the particle composition and structure and is probably
the most advanced technique for the characterization of
a nanoparticle suspension to date [88].

Another challenge for spICPMS is the detection of
nanoparticles in samples with elevated background

noise, which may be a result of dissolved components of
the target analyte or interferences on the measured
isotope. When the background noise is elevated, the
intensity of spikes generated by small particles is chal-
lenging to distinguish from the fluctuating background
signal, thus resulting in increased limits of detection. As
already mentioned, hyphenation with AF4 will remove
the dissolved background to a large extent. Because of
the wide use of ICPMS in trace analysis, technical so-
lutions developed to address polyatomic or isotopic in-
terferences on the target analyte are also available for
spICPMS. Sector field instruments use a magnetic field

in addition to the electrostatic field, thus achieving high
resolution between isotopes; in tandem ICPMS in-
struments, a collision and/or reaction gas mixture can be
used to eliminate interferences [89,90]. A third
approach to address the challenges posed by elevated
background is data treatment, where a threshold of 3 up
to 7 times the standard deviation of the background is
applied to separate background (below the threshold)
and particle spikes (above). An improvement of the
traditional threshold method is the deconvolution of the
background from particle signals using a mixed Poly-

agaussian probability mass function [91]. Furthermore,
by increasing the data acquisition frequency (FAST
analysis), that is, reducing the duration of the signal
acquisition window (dwell time), the background signal
is reduced (by division in more dwell times), making
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
particle events more prominent. Recently, a deconvo-
lution method has been applied in combination with
short dwell times to detect 20e100 nm silver nano-
particles in the presence of ppb levels of dissolved silver
ions [92].

Until recently, spICPMS was not applied to measure
carbon-rich particles such as microplastics and nano-

plastics because of the high ionization potential of
carbon, which results in low ionization efficiency at the
argon plasma. In addition, the background of 12C (the
most abundant isotope of carbon) is very high in
aqueous samples. However, when the 13C isotope is
measured and the particle is large enough, carbon from
particles can be detected above the background, as
demonstrated for 1e5 mm spherical polystyrene
microbeads dispersed in ultrapure water, that is, without
background from dissolved organic compounds [93,94].
Another approach for indirectly measuring plastic par-

ticles at the nanoscale has been demonstrated, using
functionalized gold-containing nanoparticles, whose
coating selectively adsorbs on carboxyl groups on the
surface of nanoplastics; the metal from the conjugated
nanoparticles is then detected with spICPMS [95].

In addition to the particle characteristics (composition,
density, shape) and the background level, analysis with
spICPMS is often hampered by the low concentration of
nanoparticles in suspension and the multitude of organic
and inorganic materials present, especially in environ-

mental samples. To address this challenge, particle
concentration and extraction techniques and novel
sample introduction systems have been recently
applied. A colloid extraction technique using surfactants
[96] was able to extract all particles, irrespective of size
or composition, and concentrate them in a smaller
volume while maintaining particle integrity. A flow in-
jection system was applied to dilute seawater samples
while minimizing the risk of altering particle stability
[97]. Furthermore, enzymatic and chemical treatment
has been applied to decompose organic and inorganic
material in complex matrices, thus simplifying the

analytical task for spICPMS [98,99].

The spray chamber is a critical part of the sample
introduction system and is used to protect the plasma
torch from large droplets that would otherwise absorb
heat and cause fluctuations in the plasma temperature,
even causing the flame to extinguish. As a result of the
droplet size discrimination, approximately 10% of the
sample reaches the torch (the term transport efficiency
is used to correct this effect), while the rest is discar-
ded in the waste. Larger particles are less likely to

survive the spray chamber, thus adding bias to the
determination of the particle size distribution and
number concentration. To address this issue, novel
nebulization systems have been developed with direct
injection of the sample, assisted by heating or gas
www.sciencedirect.com
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displacement, achieving close to 100% transport effi-
ciencies [100e104]. To accurately determine the
transport efficiency, standard nanoparticle suspensions
are necessary. However, these standards are not avail-
able for most elements, they are often not adequately
characterized and are prone to changes with time
(losses on sample vials and pipette tips, gradual
dissolution and/or aggregation, and so on). A micro-

droplet generator used to produce droplets of precisely
defined size has been proposed to bypass the need for
standard suspensions. Using solutions that contain pre-
defined concentrations of dissolved components, it is
possible to matrix-match a sample and conduct a cali-
bration for the instrument response to the mass of the
analyte [105]. An alternative sample introduction
system with application to solid samples is laser abla-
tion, with promising preliminary results on the
achieved transport efficiency [106].
Overall, the analytical advantage of spICPMS is
demonstrated by the wide range of its applicability in
complex matrices, such as biological fluids [107], food
[108], drinking water [109], surface waters [110], waste
leachates [111], soil extracts [112], and plant extracts
[113], among others. Identifying the most suitable
components in terms of sample handling, sample
introduction system, instrumentation, and data analysis

algorithm depends on the target nanoparticles’ physi-
cochemical characteristics and the matrix [114]. It
should be kept in mind, however, that the amount of
analyte in each particle event may in fact originate from
a particle comprised of various mineral forms (e.g. mix of
iron oxides, crystalline and amorphous), a pure element
(metallic silver or copper) or ions adsorbed on a larger
particle (e.g. arsenic ions adsorbed on iron oxide parti-
cles). Distinguishing between these sources requires
advanced instrumentation and possibly complementary
techniques. Furthermore, data analysis is a complex

process because of the handling of large data files and
the challenging separation of particles and background
signals. Further hardware and software advancements
are needed in these directions. Although the develop-
ment of the microdroplet generator offers an alternative,
standard materials are a simple and cost-effective solu-
tion for calculating transport efficiency and calibrating
the method, so further development in standard mate-
rials is also necessary.
Electron microscopy
Electron microscopy is a powerful tool for acquiring
morphological information, such as size, shape, surface

topography, and aggregate structure, in addition to
qualitative and semi-quantitative elemental composi-
tion and crystal structure. The technique resembles the
traditional light microscope instruments with a sub-
stantially higher resolution, owing to the use of elec-
trons instead of light. Similar to light microscopy, a
www.sciencedirect.com
sample is placed on a flat surface and areas of interest
are magnified and examined. The electron beam is
directed onto the sample and through its interactions
with the sample material, particle morphology, compo-
sition, and crystal structure may be acquired. In trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), a parallel electron
beam is used, which penetrates the sample. High-
resolution morphological information can be obtained

for particles up to 1 mm in thickness, while composition
and crystal structure may be obtained for particles up to
0.1 mm [115]. Although the accuracy and specificity of
TEM are advantageous, the method is rarely used to
characterize a population of particles in complex sam-
ples with an abundance of particles of diverse compo-
sitions and dimensions. The reason is that locating
particles of interest is a time and effort consuming
process, making it impossible to examine more than a
few hundred particles per sample within a reasonable
timeframe. Manually searching for particles of interest

introduces operator bias; therefore, TEM is often used
as a complementary technique to verify the presence of
target particles. In combination with bulk elemental
analysis of filtered fractions, it was used to visualize
inorganic nanoparticles in waste leachates [116]. A
scanning unit can be installed to a TEM instrument
(STEM), which resembles the operation of a scanning
electron microscope (SEM). In SEM, a convergent
electron beam is used for scanning areas in a raster
motion. Several detectors are installed to capture
electrons and x-rays following the interaction of the

beam with the sample material. Secondary electron
(SE) detectors may be used for high-resolution topo-
graphical information, backscattered electron detectors
for elemental contrast, and energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) detectors for elemental
composition. TEM detectors for higher resolution
images and quantitative EDX analysis (STEM) may
also be installed but only for very thin samples (up to
1 mm). SEM is more appealing for application with
environmental samples because of the applicability of
semi-automatic procedures supported by image analysis
tools, which may be used to acquire morphological

characteristics and qualitative particle composition, but
not for quantitative composition and crystallog-
raphy [115,117].

Analysis of inorganic particles with SEM-EDX is
possible when particles are deposited on a surface,
which is a challenging task to accomplish without
introducing artefacts. Alternatively, CryoTEM may be
used, but this is an expensive and time-consuming so-
lution that is typically avoided. Prior to TEM and SEM
analysis, a particle suspension is deposited on a surface,

for example, copper grid, tape or membrane, and is
allowed to dry. The water removed during drying re-
duces the distance between particles, thus enhancing
the formation of agglomerates which were not present in
suspension. An artificial corona on particles may also
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
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appear during sample preparation because of changes in
ion concentrations and pH during drying [118]. One
solution is to remove the suspension, by means of a lint-
free wipe, before the liquid volume is significantly
reduced by drying. However, only the particles that
attach onto the surface during this time are analyzed
further. An alternative is to add a suitable stabilizer in
the suspension that prevents particle agglomeration

[119]. Recently, the application of cloud point extrac-
tion treatment of environmental water samples before
TEM-EDX analysis has shown promising results for
metal-containing nanoparticles [120].

A high vacuum is applied in the sample chamber to
maintain the stability of the electron beam; however,
under these conditions, non-conductive samples will
cause charging effects, thus distorting the acquired
image. A conductive layer by means of sputtering is

therefore applied on non-conductive materials. Because
this layer is often not uniformly applied and will
contribute to the EDX compositional analysis, an alter-
native is to conduct the analysis under variable pressure
conditions, which is a promising tool for environmental
and biological research [121]. The compositional infor-
mation acquired with EDX is qualitative since the in-
tensity of the detected characteristic x-rays depends on
the interaction volume of the electron beam with the
particle material. In turn, the interaction volume de-
pends on the energy of the electron beam and the di-

mensions of the object examined. On smaller particles,
the electrons will penetrate the particle and the support
underneath, thus producing mixed signals from both the
particle and support. Using STEM, it is possible to ac-
quire semi-quantitative information on particles with a
thickness (dimension parallel to the electron beam) less
than 1 mm.

Plastic particles may be analyzed with SEM-EDX, pro-
ducing morphological and compositional information.
The concentration of carbon is qualitatively deter-

mined; however, it is not possible to identify the type of
polymer. SEM has been used to determine changes on
the surface of plastic particles caused by weathering
under environmentally relevant conditions [122]. Con-
centrations of human exposure to microplastic particles
in bottled mineral water have been calculated using
analysis with SEM-EDX [123]. The particles containing
carbon were assumed to be plastics, however, because
mineral water contains inorganic and organic particles as
well, which also contain carbon (e.g. carbonate salts,
microorganisms and their residues), their identification

is questionable [124]. Moreover, studies that have used
SEM to verify plastic particle concentrations based on
topographical contrast and elemental composition
derived number concentrations of questionable validity
because no determination of polymer structure was
made to verify these results [123,125].
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Particle tracking analysis and dynamic light
scattering
Particle tracking analysis (PTA) and dynamic light
scattering (DLS) are two often complementary, quan-
titative techniques that are used to determine the hy-
drodynamic diameter of micron- and nanometer-sized
particles (z1e103 nm) in synthetic and filtered surface
water samples [70,126e128]. PTA and DLS theory is
based on the movement of particles suspended in a fluid
as a result of the Brownian motion of the surrounding
fluid molecules. In PTA, particles in the sample are
inundated with light at a single wavelength, and the
movement of particles is visualized and tracked using a

charged coupled device camera. The hydrodynamic
particle diameter is then calculated based on a rela-
tionship between particle size and the diffusion coeffi-
cient, typically using the StokeseEinstein equation for
spherical particles. DLS, on the other hand, measures
the intensity of the light scattered by the suspended
particles over time (10se100s of seconds). An autocor-
relation function representing the rate of fluctuation of
the intensity of the scattered light (due to particle
motion) as a function of time is processed to obtain the
diffusion coefficient (Brownian motion) of the particles

and thus the particle diameter. With respect to addi-
tional particle characterization, DLS analyzers are often
coupled with either an electrophoretic light scattering
mode to measure particle electrophoretic mobility and
zeta potential or a static light scattering mode to mea-
sure the radius of gyration, while PTA can quantify the
particle number concentration, along with qualitative
surface properties resulting from the interaction of the
particle surface with light.

A major limitation of DLS is that smaller size fractions

often remain undetected due to relatively higher light
scattering by larger particles. As a bulk or ensemble
measurement, DLS is more sensitive to larger particles
that can obscure the scattering signal of smaller parti-
cles in the population (Figure 5a), and hence intensity-
weighted size distributions are most immediately
derived from the autocorrelation function. On the
other hand, PTA tracks single particles and is compar-
atively more sensitive to particles at the lower end of
the size range, producing number-weighted size dis-
tributions (Figure 5b). However, there is room for

improvement in PTA in terms of the detection limit
(currently w10 nm) and susceptibility to visualization
artefacts [126,129]. Hence, DLS is better suited to
monodisperse rather than polydisperse particle size
distributions, while PTA performs well both with
monodisperse particle size distributions and better
than DLS with polydisperse particle size distributions,
though it still suffers from scattering errors in poly-
disperse suspensions [129]. A prefiltration step is often
necessary to remove background signals from colloids in
environmental samples. Another limitation is that
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 5

Particle sizing methods — dynamic light scattering (a) and particle tracking analysis (b), and field-flow fractionation (c) for particle separation with optional
‘hyphenation’ to online detectors for size-resolved analysis.
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there is an optimum range for the intensity of the

scattered light that restricts the usable particle con-
centration range; the sample scattering must be suffi-
ciently high to provide a good signal-to-noise ratio
[130] (e.g. for a background scattering of 10 kilo counts
per second (kcps), sample scattering of >20 kcps or
higher would be required). Neither technique per-
forms well with highly concentrated particle suspen-
sions, where particle interactions can influence particle
behavior, so sample dilution is often required.
To address the challenge of accurate particle size mea-
surements in polydisperse samples, multiple approaches
have been developed. For example, algorithms that
deconvolute autocorrelation functions produced by
polydisperse samples (e.g. CONTIN, CORENN)
[131,132] and statistical models (e.g. MApNTA) [133]
can be used to identify multiple particle size distribu-
tions in the same particle suspension. Data can also be
averaged over shortened time intervals to identify,

remove, and/or differentially analyze ‘unwanted’ size
fractions, such as large dust impurities or aggregated
particles [134]. Finally, multispectral PTA uses several
incident light wavelengths and allows for improved
sensitivity of polydisperse particle distributions [129].
To address the challenge of size measurements for
highly concentrated samples, approaches such as
modulated 3D cross-correlation DLS [135,136], fiber
optic quasi-elastic light scattering [137,138], and ultra-
sonic attenuation spectroscopy [139e141] have been
developed or are under development. Differences in the

intensity of scattered light of aggregated particles and
natural components using PTA have been used to study
aggregation kinetics of nanoparticles in landfill leachates
and natural seawater [142,143].
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New directions in the particle sizing field include the

use of single-particle DLS to identify the shapes of in-
dividual particles [144], though this technique is in its
infancy. Image-based DLS [145], in which the intensity
of the scattered light is imaged over time and in multiple
space-dimensions, reduces the time required to obtain
data compared to conventional DLS and improves the
resolution of conventional DLS. Dispersive light scat-
tering imaging (DLSI) has the potential to be applied to
real-time flow through systems, possibly even in situ size
characterization. The hyphenation of DLS with separa-
tion techniques such as FFF has also been performed

and provides a wider particle size range of detection.
Field Flow Fractionation
FFF is a chromatographic method that is capable of
separating macromolecular and particulate species,

typically by size (Figure 5c) [146]. In FFF, the sample is
injected into the FFF channel, and an applied force
pushes the particles toward an ‘accumulation wall’.
Particles equilibrate at different distances from the
accumulation wall depending on their properties or
interaction with the applied force. The particles are
then eluted under a laminar flow pattern, with particles
further from the accumulation wall experiencing higher
flow rates and hence eluting earlier. The applied force
can be established by a variety of means. Most typically,
fluid cross flow (termed flow FFF) is applied using an

ultrafiltration membrane as the accumulation wall. Flow
FFF can further be categorized by the channel and
cross-flow configuration, with asymmetric flow FFF
(AF4) performed with the membrane at the bottom of a
flat channel, and hollow fiber FFF using a tubular
membrane with radial cross flow. In flow FFF, particles
are separated by their diffusion rate toward the center of
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
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the channel, with smaller particles diffusing faster and
hence residing further from the accumulation wall.
Centrifugal FFF (termed centrifugal or sedimentation
FFF, or CFFF) can also be used to separate particles by
their buoyant force (size and density). Potential ad-
vantages of FFF over other size separation methods
include the gentle nature of the separation and the
capability for separation over a continuous size distri-

bution (as opposed to discrete size cutoffs). Coupling
FFF with online detectors then produces size-resolved
characterization of the nanoparticles. Recent advances
in FFF for nanoparticle analysis in environmental sam-
ples address challenges in both separation/sizing of
particles and their compositional analysis.

Environmental samples covering a wide size distribution
pose challenges in FFF separation. For example, in AF4,
the cross flow is typically held fixed, allowing optimal
separation across only a relatively narrow size range, for

example, 1e100 nm. Recent studies have achieved
separation across a broader size range by using a variable
cross flow profile, as demonstrated on carbon-based ag-
gregates and nanoplastics in AF4 (separation across 1e
800 nm) [147] and PS nanoparticles in frit inlet AF4
(separation across 50 nm to w 1 mm) [148]. Challenges
remain in extending the size separation range beyond
1 mm. Above this size range, a transition from normal to
‘steric’ elution mode occurs, where the large size of the
particle prevents approach to the accumulation wall,
such that larger particles experience faster flow rates

and elute more quickly rather than more slowly. Hence,
reliable size separation will not be achieved in poly-
disperse samples with sizes spanning the normal and
steric elution modes. In these cases, pre-separation, for
example, by centrifugation, would be required before
AF4 analysis [149e151]. As the elution time can also be
affected by the shape of the particle [152e154] and
interactions with the accumulation wall, coupling FFF
with online DLS or collecting fractions for offline
characterization (e.g. by AFM [153], TEM [155], or
SEM [156]) is important to directly measure sizes and
shapes. Furthermore, the use of both online DLS and

multi-angle or static light scattering (MALS or SLS) to
compare the hydrodynamic radius and radius of gyration
yields a shape factor that can be used to distinguish solid
spheres from other structures (e.g. rods, coreeshell
structures, and so on) [157e161]. However, care must
be taken to avoid errors in online DLS analysis if the
particle concentrations are low [162] or the AF4 flow
velocity is significant relative to the diffusion rate of the
particles [163]. Recent advances in online sizing include
the coupling of FFF with PTA, as demonstrated on
mixtures of different sizes of PS nanoplastics [164],

which is advantageous for small particles that do not
scatter efficiently in DLS analysis.

Characterization of the composition of the fractionated
particles also poses challenges, especially in natural
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
samples. First, sensitivity can be a limiting factor, as the
sample is diluted after injection in the FFFmobile phase
and may show poor recovery from the channel [149,151].
Introducing surfactants in the mobile phase can mini-
mize losses but may disrupt the natural aggregation state
of the samples. Alternatively, higher sample masses can
be injected using semi-preparative FFF [161,165].
Dilution can also be minimized by using hollow fiber

FFF instead of AF4 [166] or by splitting particle-free
flow from the AF4 effluent, such that a more concen-
trated sample stream is sent to the detectors. The
capability to quantify mass concentrations in the AF4
eluent, as well as the sensitivity and selectivity, will also
depend on the choice and optimization of online de-
tectors. In the most common online detectors (UVeVis
and light scattering), anthropogenic nanomaterials often
do not show any distinguishing features from other nat-
ural colloids. UV detection is also prone to interferences
from particle light scattering, which is disproportionally

weighted to large particles. If heteroaggregates of
anthropogenic and natural colloids are present, distin-
guishing the presence or size of the anthropogenic ma-
terial will be even more challenging. To help overcome
these issues, FFF has frequently been coupled with
ICPMS for selective and quantitative detection of
anthropogenic nanoparticles in environmental samples
containing natural colloids. For example, FFF-ICPMS
has been applied to detect TiO2 and Ag nanoparticles
in wastewater [167]. It has further been applied to
identify individual nanoparticles and those hetero-

aggregated with soil or sediment colloids, for example,
for CdSe/ZnS quantum dots [168], Au NPs [169], and
phosphorus (P) in black carbon [165]. Recent advances
in FFF-ICPMS include the use of TOF-ICPMS to
rapidly monitor multiple isotopes, enabling more
comprehensive analysis of highly complex mixtures of
engineered and natural nanoparticles and colloids [88].
For nanoplastics, AF4 has been applied to collect size
fractions for offline ICPMS analysis of nanoplastics
doped with Pd as a tracer [170]. AF4-ICPMS and CFFF-
ICPMS have also been applied to characterize composite
particles of metal nanoparticles within plastics [171].

These two modes produced complementary information:
AF4 separated the composites by their overall hydrody-
namic size, whereas the plastic matrix could be rendered
‘invisible’ in CFFF by density-matching the mobile
phase, resulting in separation by the number of metal
nanoparticles per plastic. Another selective detection
mode recently coupled to AF4 is magnetic particle
spectroscopy for magnetic nanoparticles, such as iron-
based biomedical imaging agents [172].

Online detection and identification of purely plastic or

carbon-based nanoparticles is currently a major chal-
lenge in AF4 analysis, as AF4-ICPMS does not provide
information on the molecular composition of organic
materials such as plastics. Light scattering has been
explored as an AF4 detector to detect PS and PE
www.sciencedirect.com
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nanoplastics in fish after enzymatic digestion; while the
spiked PS could be detected, the PE nanoplastics were
not distinguishable from the light scattering background
of the fish digest [150]. Hence, more selective detectors
are required. Herrero et al. [173] coupled AF4 with at-
mospheric pressure photoionization d Orbitrap mass
spectrometry for identification of fullerene nano-
particles and aggregates; however, this direct interfacing

would not be well-suited for larger nanoplastics.
Schwaferts et al. [46] have made a major recent
advancement in hyphenating AF4 and centrifugal FFF
with optical tweezers to concentrate the eluting nano-
plastics, followed by Raman detection to identify the
plastics; this method can hold great promise for nano-
plastics analysis if the availability of the instrumentation
is expanded. However, owing to the multiple conditions
that can be adjusted, the method development of FFF
techniques is a time-consuming process [174], which
remains a major barrier to its broad utilization. Further

improvement in detection capabilities and commer-
cialization of accessories to directly couple them with
AF4 will also be a critical area to expand the applicability
of AF4.
Schematic representation of the relative importance of anthropogenic
particle features in nanoscale and microscale (top five bars), including the
current state of development and anticipated future direction of analytical
methods (figure adapted from Ref. [175]).
Future perspectives
The release of anthropogenic particles to the environ-
ment is arguably one of the biggest concerns of societies
and governments today worldwide due to the potential
risks that these particles pose to human health and
ecosystems. The complexity and abundance of anthro-
pogenic particles increases toward the smallest size
ranges (e.g. nanoscale), where particles have lower mass

but larger surface area available for mass transfer and
surface reactions, and are more likely to be ingested by
animals, especially invertebrates that are in the lower
trophic levels of the food chain. To adequately address
the questions of human health and ecosystem risks,
analytical methods that provide particle number, size,
mass and composition data at increasingly small scales
and levels of complexity must be used. However, sample
preparation and analytical methods for particle identi-
fication are more established for microparticles, while to
some extent there is still a methodological gap for

nanoparticles. This gap hinders the progress to univer-
sally understand the source, fate, and effects of nano-
particles in the environment; hence, one of the future
directions in this field is to fill this research gap by
developing and improving methods and techniques for
nanoparticles analysis, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

In this review, advances in several analytical methods
with these capabilities are discussed. However, there are
still challenges, such as sampling harmonization,
analytical identification, and data processing which, if
addressed, can significantly improve data quality and

reproducibility, resolution, and representativeness
(Table 1). Harmonization efforts such as standardization
www.sciencedirect.com
of reference materials, methods and sample processing
protocols and the development of shared databases for
data analysis and interpretation are sorely needed to

provide reliable and comparable results across labora-
tories. For instance, vibrational spectroscopy is one of
the most advanced and commonly used techniques for
microplastic identification, but development is still
needed in the direction of data processing and valida-
tion. For inorganic particles, on the other hand, methods
such as spICPMS and SEM-EDX call for further
development in data management and processing, in
addition to validation and standardization of sample
handling protocols. Moreover, for all methods discussed,
there is a need for development to increase throughput

with standardized and automated systems and expand
the limit of detection or separation to broader size
ranges. Miniaturization is also expected to play a critical
role in enabling field applications and thus facilitating
monitoring efforts.

Other foreseeable future analytical directions include
the maturation of semi-quantitative aspects of the
various techniques and further development of hy-
phenated techniques, particularly combining new
techniques targeting nanoparticles of emerging concern,

including plastics, paint flakes, TRWP, and engineered
nanomaterials. Some of the techniques discussed pro-
duce semi-quantitative data. For example, from a two-
Current Opinion in Colloid & Interface Science 2021, 56:101513
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dimensional image it is possible to estimate the particle
mass if the thickness of the particle is also assumed and
its chemical composition and density are known. Simi-
larly, spICPMS results can be used to derive particle size
distribution by making assumptions about the density,
composition, and shape of the particles. The hyphen-
ation of techniques has provided significant leaps for-
ward for particle analysis. For example, the current state-

of-the-art techniques for microplastic analysis are m-
FTIR and m-Raman, that is, the combination of micro-
scopy with a spectrometer, where chemical composition
can be obtained in combination with two-dimensional
size distribution and a number of imaged particles. For
example, Mattsson et al. [176] used a combination of
techniques including FTIR, Raman, SEM, and NTA to
study environmental weathering of expanded PS parti-
cles covering a size range from 0.01 to 1000 mm. Simi-
larly, Py-GCMS is a combination of techniques
providing chemical composition and masses of particles

at both microscale and nanoscale. New combinations,
such as FFF coupled to optical tweezers and Raman
spectroscopy, are only recently being developed for the
analysis of emerging anthropogenic particles, such as
plastics. All these hyphenated methods produce multi-
dimensional data sets (e.g. size- or spatially resolved
spectra), and software tools need to be developed for
automated data integration and visualization.
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